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TIME SCHEDULE 

 

MODULE TOPIC PERIODS 

1 1.1    Definition, Meaning, Objectives, Functions, Importance  

1.2    Statistical Investigation                                                                                

1.3    Classification and Tabulation  

 

 

20 

2 2.1    Measures of Central Tendency—Mean, Median and Mode 

2.2    Measures of Dispersion-Mean Deviation, Standard 

         deviation  

 

 

25 

3 3.1. Correlation—Types of correlation, simple and rank 

3.2. Graphical representation of data 

 

20 

4 4.1     Index numbers 

4.2   Probability 

 

25 

TOTAL 90 

 

OBJECTIVES 

 

MODULE-I 

1.1.0 Know the Definition, Meaning and Scope of Statistics 

1.1.1 Define statistics 

1.1.2 State the functions of statistics 

1.1.3 List the importance of statistics 

1.1.4 Explain the objects of statistics 

1.1.5 State the limitations of statistics 

1.2.0 Understand the meaning of statistics investigation 

1.2.1 Explain statistical investigation 

1.2.2 Explain the various steps involved in statistical enquiry 

1.2.3 State the different types of data 

1.2.4 Explain the methods of collecting data 

1.2.5 Distinguish between primary data and secondary data. 

1.3.0 Understand the meaning and importance of classification and tabulation 

1.3.1 Define classification 

1.3.2 List the various objects of classification 

1.3.3 Explain the various kinds of classification 

1.3.4 Explain the requisites of a good classification 

1.3.5 Explain statistical series 

1.3.6 Prepare individual, discrete and continuous series 

1.3.7 Define tabulation 



1.3.8 Explain the rules of tabulation 

1.3.9 Describe briefly the types of tabulation 

1.3.10 Explain the objects of tabulation 

 

MODULE-II 

2.1.0 Understand the meaning and importance of measures of central value 

2.1.1 State the meaning and importance of various measures of central value 

2.1.2 Define mean, medial and mode 

2.1.3 State the requisites of good average 

2.1.4 List out the advantages and disadvantages of various measures of central value 

2.1.5 Sole problems of Mean, Median and Mode 

2.1.6 Solve problems on combined mean and weighted mean 

2.2.0 Understand different measures of dispersion 

2.2.1 List out the various measures of dispersion 

2.2.2 State the meaning and importance of various measures 

2.2.3 Explain mean deviation 

2.2.4 Solve problems on mean deviation 

2.2.5 Explain standard deviation 

2.2.6 Solve problems on standard deviation 

 

MODULE-III 

3.1.0 Understand the meaning and measurement of correlation 

3.1.1 State the meaning and importance of correlation 

3.1.2 Explain the types of correlation 

3.1.3 Explain the measurement of correlation 

3.1.4 Solve problems on correlation—simple and rank 

3.2.0 Understand the meaning and analysis of graphical representation 

3.2.1 Solve problems under graphical representation 

 

MODULE-IV 

4.1.0 Understand index numbers 

4.1.1 Describe the uses of index numbers 

4.1.2 State the types of index numbers 

4.1.3 State the purpose of index numbers 

4.1.4 State the various methods of construction of index numbers 

4.1.5 Solve problems using Laspeyre’s  method  and Fisher’s ideal method 

4.1.6 Solve problems under price relative method 

4.1.7 Understand time reversal and factor reversal test 

4.1.8 Solve problem by time reversal test and factor reversal test 

4.1.9 State cost .of living index 

4.1.10 Solve problems under family budget method and cost of living index 

4.2.0 Understand probability 

4.2.1 State the meaning and importance of probability 

4.2.2 Describe frequency approach 

4.2.3 Know classified approach 

4.2.4 Describe addition and multiplication theories 



CONTENT DETAILS 

MODULE-  I 

Meaning of Statistics—Definition—Objects—functions—importance—limitation—statistical 

investigation—meaning and definitions—preliminaries to the collection of data—types of data—

primary data—secondary data—methods of collecting data—classification and tabulation—

objects of classification—kinds of classification—requisites of good classification—tabulation—

meaning and definition of tabulation—essentials of good tabulation. graphical representation of 

data—types—simple, multiple, rectangular—squares—circles—cubes—pictogram—

construction of graphs—types of graphs—histograms—frequency polygon, ogives. 

 

MODULE-  II 

Measures of Central  Value—mean—median—mode—weighted mean—combined mean—

measures of dispersion—meaning and importance—various measures—mean deviation. 

 

MODULE- III 

Correlation—meaning and significance—types of correlation—measurement of correlation—

simple and rank—regression—meaning and importance—simple and multiple—linear and non 

linear-- regression line --method of drawing regression lines –regression equation—estimating 

the value key using regression equation. 

 

 MODULE- IV 

Index number—uses and purpose—importance in business—construction of index numbers—

different methods—price relative methods—base shifting—weighted index number—quantity 

index number—cost of living index—probability—meaning and scope—importance in 

business—basic concepts—frequency approach—classical approach—addition and 

multiplication theories(Simple calculations only).. 
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